Memo

SLP REV. 1 to SLP REV. 2

Date: April 25, 2016
Re: UBC Gage South

Drawing Changes:

C4A – Utilities, Overall Site Servicing
1) Water Connection and Hydrant Location Adjusted
2) Oil/TSS Removal Manhole Revised
3) Hydrant Removed

C4B – Utilities, Site Servicing
1) Water Connection and Hydrant Location Adjusted
2) Revised Hydro Conduit Adjusted per UBC and AES Comments

C4C – Utilities, Site Servicing
1) Future Services and Notation Greyed Out
2) Revised Hydro Conduit Adjusted per UBC and AES Comments
3) Oil/TSS Removal Manhole Revised
4) Hydrant Removed

C4E – Utilities, Notes and Details
1) Revised Oil/TSS Removal Manhole Detail added

C27B – Utilities, Plan/Profile Phase 1 Storm Sewer
1) Oil/TSS Removal Manhole Revised (Plan/Profile)

C27E – Utilities, Plan/Profile Phase 1 Water
1) Water Connection and Hydrant Location Adjusted
2) Water Service Building Entry Detail Added

H1 – Electrical Site Servicing Plan
1) Hydro Conduit, kiosks, and Chambers Updated to UBC and AES Comments

Regards,
Brian Carnahan